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19, 1953

Blood Quota Short 300 Donors

ernoon.
is the big
All-Stars
fin with a

BY JOE RIGO

and Bryhe Frater14 points

Three hundred volunteers are still needed as the 1953 campus
Blood Drive goes into its final week, according to James Murtha,
chairman of the subscriptions division of the University Blood
Committee.
As the Maine Campus went to press facilities. Because of
that excellent
a few more than 600 people had response an additional
day was schedoffered to donate. With the quota set uled for the present
drive and the
at 537 pints for the three day period, quota raised to 375
pints. Based on
the committee states that because of studies of the donation method
used
the large number of rejections which at Dow Field in Bangor
during
always occur, at least 900 subscrip- Bloodmobile visits, the
University
tions will be positively needed.
Blood Committee, headed by Sidney
Young, said that by adding another
Donors Needed
To help sign up more people an trained nurse to the staff the Unioffice has been set up in the SRA versity's quota could be raised to 379
Building. Daily, from II a.m. until pints for the three days.
2 p.m., this office will sign up any Donations So Far
additional volunteers.
The Military Department has reThe committee especially urges ported 400 of the 600 pledges already
people over 21 to volunteer. For obtained, and according to Colonel
students under that age parental per- Curtis D. Renfro, PMS&T, 100 per
Blood Drive chairmen Bill Hirst, Connie Hirst, Sid Young
mission blanks must be sent home to cent of the military staff has pledged
and Jim Murtha coordinate plans for this year's blood drive
be signed. Because of the late date, this year.
which will commence on campus next Wednesday and extend
the committee says it cannot count on
An additional 300 subscriptions
through Friday. At press time, the committee was 300 donors
slips sent out now getting back in have come from the dormitories, frashort of its quota.
Photo by Crosby
time for the donation period.
ternities, and off-campus students, with
The Bloodmobile will be on cam- an additional 20 pledges from the
pus Wednesday, Thursday, and Fri- faculty. Of the total about 100 were unrcturned and several volunteers The bloodmobile sponsors cannot acday of next week. Its hours are set duplicates or for some reason un- have been disqualified for other rea- cept donors with such recent donation
from noon to 6 p.m. daily.
acceptable.
sons. Ten students had reported hav- records.
Good '52 Record
About 400 pledges have been from ing had jaundice at some time which Women Volunteer
Last year in a two day visit the students under 21. Most of the signed automatically disqualifies the donor.
According to Barbara Wigger, who
bloodmobile collected 250 pints of parental releases for these have al- Another 21 reported that they had heads the committee getting the parblood which was the maximum ready been returned to the blood com- given or were to give blood within the ental releases, the number of girls
amount it could handle with its limited mittee. However, there are still many month to some other organization. volunteering is far above last year's

total of woman donors. Up to now,
106 girls have pledged blood while
last year only 35 girls gave.
William Hirst, liaison chairman, requests that volunteers watch the bulletin boards of their dorms or fraternity houses next Tuesday or
Wednesday for schedules of donation
times. The Bloodmobile unit will be
set up in Carnegie Hall, utilizing the
two main committee rooms, the hall,
and, in part, the snack bar.
All donors will be screened to make
sure they are physically able to donate.
This includes the simple copper sulphate test designed to detect anemia.
Doesn't Hurt
The Blood Committee emphasized
that no serious after-effects were suffered by anyone giving in last year's
drive. They report that one question
often raised was whether giving blood
hurts. A check of students on campus who have given blood previously
received the unanimous answer that it
doesn't.
In addition, according to Dr. Robert C. Cornell, a former University
doctor now practicing in Orono, an
extra pint of blood is stored in the
spleen of the body to replace the one
taken out. The only safeguard that
is requested is that any donor avoid
strenuous physical activity for the
remainder of the day in which he
donates.
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Torrid Discussion Follows
First Senate Report On
Proposed Student Court
Identification Cards Still In Question
As Senators Disagree With Committee
Questions, answers, and arguments highlighted a General Senate meeting Feb. 17, following the submission of a progress report
by the Student Judiciary committee.
The report was the first given by •
the committee since its organization
Nov. 18 for the purpose of studying
a system whereby student judges
would try students for violations of
college rules, including cribbing, and
destruction of University property.
Arguments concerned three main
A television station for the use of
questions, namely, the separation of
powers within the system, whether or Maine's educational institutions may
not freshmen would be permitted to be a future addition to the University's
educational faciliitcs if sufficient funds
act as judges, and secret trials.
can be secured, President Arthur A.
Chairman's Report
Hauck has announced.
Leon J. Segal, chairman of the
The University has been allocated
committee, said in his report that the
system would be for individual men a channel by the Federal Communicawith the Women's Student Govern- tions Commission to be used for edument Association having control over cational and cultural purposes. The
women students' violations, and the station would be non-commer,:ial and
Interfraternity Council handling in- its facilities would be available to all
fractions made by fraternities as Maine schools and colleges and educational organizations.
groups.
Other recommendations in the re- Bill Introduced
A bill vs as introduced into the
port were: a) that no freshman serve
on the judging board: b) that trials State Legislature last week proposing
be "secret," in order "to keep things the creation of a special un-naid
above scandal"; c) that the judiciary commission, composed of members of
should not have the final say, but the Legislature. representatives from
only make recommendations to the the University and other Maine
Dean of Men: d that judges be schools, to make any necessary studies
carefully picked in a manner not yet or surveys.
prescribed: el that the accused be
This commission would report reallowed a "lawyer."
sults and recommendations to the next
Senate members immediately dis- legislature in 1955. No action has
agreed with the proposal for separate taken place on this bill at the prescrt
judging bodies.
time.
(Continued on Page Two)
(Continued on Page Three)

Future Lampus
TV Station Now
In Fund Stage

King and Queen of the Winter Carnival, Linwood Carville and Sally Stanford, are shown as
they were crowned at the Ice Revue Friday night by President Arthur A. Hauck. The lack of
snow had little effect on the spirits of most students as they improvised pastimes to supplant the
rain-squashed activities.
Bangor Daily News Photo

Rain Fails To Hinder Carnival Goers

I

BY BARBARA WIOOLR
A lack of snow, plus a deluge of
rain on Saturday slackened Winter
Carnival spirits very little as record
crowds attended all the Olympian
Holiday events that weathered the
unseasonable weather.
John Curry, chairman for the week
end, reported that "We were plenty
disappointed at the lack of snow, but
good crowds at all events helped to
compensate."
Classes recessed at 12:35 Friday
noon, and the coeds hostessed at open
houses in the women's dorms during
the afternoon to lessen the blow of
the cancelled ski meet. A Co-Rec.

sponsored by the W.A. continued a'l
afternoon in the Women's Gym, and
approximately 50 people attended.
Royalty Crowned
At 7 p.m. Friday, the snowless
holiday began in full swing, as President Arthur A. Hauck crowned
Woody Camille as King Jupiter and
Sally Stanford as Queen Juno at the
climax of an ice pageant on the MOC
skating rink. The pair had been
elected by the student body in balloting which closed Friday noon.
The theme of Greek and Roman
mythology was portrayed in the Ice
Revue by various scenes depicting
life in the days of hectic festivity
around Mount Olympus. Dick Gardi-

ner, Anne Dutille, Priscilla Ames, and
Bob Wallace took the starring roles,
supported by a skating chorus. The
scenes ranged from sheer talent and
grace to slapstick and rat-racing all
of which were eagerly received by
the audience.
Intramural Ball
The scene shifted to the Colosseum
at 9 p.m. for the semi-formal Intramural Ball with music by Al Corey.
One of the largest crowds seen at a
Gym formal in several years was
present to receive King Jupiter and
Queen Juno and court as Pres. Hauck
presented them in their official ca-

(Continued on Page Two)
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Heated Discussion Follows Report
Of Senate Judiciary Committee

Fr(
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Freshmen Name
Chairmen For
Annual Banquet

Or

Segal explained that the committee's
Committee chairmen have been
reasoning stems from the point that
many students would object to being
named for the freshman banquet as
tried by a co-educational jury. He
work begins on the program to be held
said he also believed that some memSaturday. March 14.
bers of the administration are opposed
Sally Rand is chairman of the food
to a single judging body for both men
committee; Hiram Bronson, arrangeand women. He added, however, that
ments; Ann Bronson, decorations;
one system is still the committee's
Nancy lane Witham, entertainment;
final goal.
and Barney Oldfield, head table arWant One System
rangements.
Most senators wanted one system
Raymond H. Fogler, president of
to begin with while allowing the
the class of 1915 and chairman of the
WSGA to handle matters pertaining
Union Building Fund Committee,
to women's dormitory regulations and
which raised the money and made the
curfew.
plans for the Student Union Building,
In his explanation of the "no freshwill be the principal speaker at the
men" proposal, Segal said that it was
banquet.
the opinion of the committee that
freshmen did not know enough about
Mr. Fogler is tentatively scheduled
college life or University regulations
to explain how plans were made and
to serve as judges.
how money was raised for the new
Comments and counter-proposals
building and give a short history of
were so plentiful concerning the sepathe Student Union Building.
ration of men and women and the
Mr. Fogler has long been active
banning of freshmen from the judiciin alumni work. He was chairman of
ary board, Senate President William
Richard (Slim) Gardiner cuts up a little something bethe special gifts committee for the
Hirst had to take over the control
Library Building Fund. He is past
sides the ice as a part of his act in the winter carnival ice
of questions and answers.
president of the General Alumni AsPhoto by Crosby
revue.
Many senators expressed disagreesociation, and has been awarded the
ment with the freshman plan and said
GAA "Pine Tree M" for outstanding
first-year students should be on the
service to the University.
board, especially older freshmen.
On Feb. 28 posters and other pubTrials Explained
licity material for the banquet will be
Asked after the meeting about the
have their commitments.)
(Continued front Page One)
A distinct lack of snow was the
distributed. Tickets will go on sale
matter of secret trials, Segal answered only snag in winter carnival planMarch 2.
Saturday brought the revelers back
that they would be held only to pro- ning, according to a
pacity. The couple reigned amidst to
decision of
the Arena to witness the Carnival
tect the accused. When questioned as the executive committee
goddesses,
of
and
gleam
glitter
the
of the
was
in
host
which
"Olympics"
Maine
The 1949-50 Maine basketball
to whether the accused would have a General Student Senate this week.
team scored more points in one sea- chariots, c'ouds, and Mt. Olympus— to the Roston University indoor track
Examining the possibilities of
son than any other Maine team when until Jupiter had to leave the celebra- team, and brought home the nectar. choice of a secret or open trial—and
it compiled 1047 points in 19 games tion early to prepare for a basketball Following the meet, the frosh defeated therefore make the judges responsible an alternate plan which might
to the students—he said the idea have been used in case of unseafor an average per game of 55.1.
trip Saturday morning. (Even Kings the Grecian All-Stars (dorm team) in
would be considered by the commit- sonal weather, the committee
a basketball tussle in the Colosseum
tee.
found that Winter Carnival arSaturday evening the Colosseum
Segal said, in closing, that all sugwas the scene of further festivity, as gestions made at the meeting would rangements were handled efficiently.
the MOC sponsored its annual Ski be studied by the committee. At the
The committee also reported
Music
was
Tog
by
dance.
Al
Haliday,
outset he had made it plain that his that an alleged "lack of pre-carni196 Exchange St.
Bangor
ani ski movies were shown during report was not a final plan but, rather,
val publicity" was unfounded.
intermission.
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR
was a report on the progress of the
The events which fell by the way- committee and an outline of their
The Senate voted to join the Maine
side due to the dearth of snow, were plans thus far.
Intercollegiate Student Government
the ski meet with Colby, the intraA progress report of the committee association, a four college group which
mural ski events, and the snow sculp- studying the feasibility of Maine's meets once a year to study common
tures. A few undaunted souls went joining the United States National problems. It also voted to accept the
about the almost impossible task of Students' association was given by proposed constitution. When asked,
collecting what little snow remained Mark Lieberman. He said the mem- the Senate seemed to think the stuon the barren campus.
bership fee would be $75 and such dent body was not interested in the
A few fraternities and residents of membership would give University matter and was willing to let the
West Hall spent Friday afternoon students the benefit of a national Senate decide for itself. This action
creating, among other remnants of source of new information and ex- was taken in spite of the Senate presimythology, "The Trojan Horse." Ru- perience.
dent's request two weeks ago to take
mor has it that the contest will be held No Longer Communist
the question to the students.
Liebcrman and Patrick Dionne said
upon arrival of the first snow storm,
The Senate voted $20.00 for the
even though the Winter Carnival is the USNSA, which at one time was Campus Blood Drive after heated disbelieved to be associated with the cussion and questions
officially over.
concerning how
Communist International Union of last year's money had
been spent.
•
Students, was now, to their knowlHelena R. Mehlhorn, senate treasedge, no longer affiliated with this urer, reported that including
the $205
group. Further investigation will be which came from
advertisments in
made before making a final report, the Freshman
Handbook, the Senate
they added.
now has $764.69 in the treasury.
Gorham Hussey reported for the
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

Carnival Goes On Despite Rain

M.L. French & Son

Collegians Head-Over-Heels
About Comfortable Arrow Shorts

WEST'S

RESTAURANT

20 Franklin St.

Bangor

11111MINIMIIMINIUMIN•
Marrilrer Federal Resler,' Bank

DRINK
GRANT'S
Milk
Phony Bangor

49

"Any way you look at it, Arrow shorts are tops for comfort," collegians say. Special tailoring features (such as
no chafing center seam) assure free and easy comfort in
any position. Wide selection of styles, fabrics and colors
now available at all Arrow dealers.

ARROK

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.
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When in Bangor stop at

The Pilot's Grill
Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.
"We Cater to Parties

2-1601
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77 Broad St., Bangor, Maine
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Citizenship committee, which had
been assigned to study a recommendation that all students be issued identification cards.
The proposal for identification cards
arose when reports were received that
some students had been taking books
from the Library under false names
and, in other cases, had not returned
them.
Hussey said that his committee believed the idea to be "a good one,"
and, after a study and talk with the
administration, had decided that laminated cards with pictures should be
used. In addition to library use, the
committee suggested that the cards
might also be implemented as meal
tickets, concert tickets, and athletic
passes. The initial cost of the cards
would be an estimated $1,400.
The proposed multiple-use card was
opposed by many Senate members on
the grounds that it would not work
as a meal ticket; pictures would be
difficult to get, the combination concert-athletic pass would not work, and
that the obtaining of cards by lateregistration or mid-year students
would be a nuisance, if not impossible.
The Senate ended this discussion
by suggesting the committee study the
matter further with a group of faculty
members.

(Coatisured Irons Page Ow)
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Fraternities Set
Out To Obtain
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Newspaper Films
Set For Saturday

At 8 this morning, fraternity rushing officially began. It will extend
over a two week period, ending Thursday, March 12 at 9 p.m.
After 9 p.m. on the last day of
rushing, there will be a "no-contact"
period between freshmen and fraternity men while the frosh register their
choices in the Louis Oakes Room.
This registration will be held between
8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Friday,
March 13.
Prior to the beginning of rushing
the Interfraternity Council distributed
a pamphlet entitled, "Fraternity Handbook" to the freshmen as a guide to
the various fraternities on campus.
In the introduction to this booklet
Patrick H. Dionne, president of the
IFC, says, "Our major purpose is to
Martin Gerrish and Phil Haskell, Maine Masque vetpoint out the advantages of fraternity
erans, in a moment of concentration during a rehearsal of the
membership and to clear up some
Masque's forthcoming production, "Saint Joan," to be premisunderstandings pertaining to frasented March 18-21.
Photo by Meinecke
ternity life and expense."
Included in the brochure is a short
history of the fraternity system, a set
of suggestions to the prospective
pledge, and a set of rushing and
pledging rules. Pictures and short
write-ups of the individual houses also
The Maine Masque has begun reappear.
hearsals for one of its most ambitious
In addition to this handbook the
productions to date, Bernard Shaw's
freshmen began receiving printed
"St. Joan." The play is a dramatizaschedules and invitations from indiRepresentatives from nine campus tion of the life of Joan of Arc from
vidual fraternities Monday. A ruling
honor
societies have been named to her command of the French troops
was made at the last meeting of the
IFC allowing fraternity men to dis- the Scholarship Recognition Assembly against the English at Orleans in 1429
tribute printed information in person committee according to Charles E. to her death and canonization in 1920.
"St. Joan" is a chronicle play in six
to freshmen between the hours of Crossland, director of student and
scenes and an epilogue and requires a
6:30-7:30 p.m. on the three days be- public
relations.
cast of 28.
fore rushing actually started.
This annual assembly features the
Headliners among the cast are
awarding of the Trustee Undergradu- Emma-Jean Betterley as Joan. Dick
ate Scholarships as well as the cup and Newdick as the Dauphin, Martin Gersilver plate awards to the fraternity rish as the Inquisitor, Philip Haskell
as the Bishop of Beauvais, and Norand sorority having the highest acaman Touchette, a freshman and newA special meeting of the staff of demic standing.
comer to the Little Theatre stage.
radio station WORO and of all perMembers of the committee are
sons interested in participating in the Miss Velma Oliver, Phi Kappa Phi;
station is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. Dr. Geddes Wilson, Phi Beta Kappa; Religious Conference
Sunday, in Room 305 Stevens Hall. and Assoc. Prof. Jonathan Biscoe, Open To Students
The purpose of the meeting is to Sigma Xi, from the faculty, and stugive all persons interested a chance dents Donald Waterman, Alpha Zeta;
The annual New England conferto participate in the station's programs Neil Littlefield, Sigma Pi Sigma; ence of the Student Christian Moveand to give the production staff an Eugene Sturgeon, Kappa Delta Pi; ment will be March 6-8 at Rolling
opportunity to plan a definite pro- Nancy Kelley, Omicron Nu; Arthur Ridge, North Andover, Mass. Theme
gramming schedule.
Nicol, Tau Beta Pi; and Paul Geer- of the concerence will be "Christian
At the present time, all divisions of link, Xi Sigma Pi.
Morality on Trial."
the station are in need of extra staff
Some prominent New England
This will be the 26th annual obsermembers.
vance of the assembly. It will be held leaders including Prof. Peter Bertocci
"All persons who are interested in
of Boston University, Dr. John Nelson
early in May.
taking part in the station as a discof Yale Divinity School, and Rev.
jockey, news reporter, engineer, reguC. Howard Wallace will be present.
lar announcer, sports reporter, or Radio Guild To Present
Students interested in attending
supervisor are encouraged to attend
should contact Rev. Elwin L. Wilson
'The
Gold
Bug'
Monday
this meeting," said Robert B. Ellingat the M.C.A. House before Feb. 28
ood, station manager.
The University's Radio Guild group for full details.
will present an adaptation of Edgar
Hamilton Named Member Allan Poe's "The Gold Bug" over The annual Dingo Boys State,
WLBZ Monday at 10:35 p.m. sponsored by the American Legion,
Brook.. IIamilton, head of the station
The
story
was adapted for radio by will be held on campus June 21-27.
journalism
department, has been
named the New England member of Perleston Pert, Jr. Pert is also the dithe Accrediting Relations Committee rector of the show.
Persons in the cast include: Paul
of the American Society of Journalism
Royte as "William Legrand," Ralph
School Administrators.
PARK'S'
Clark as "Person," Charles McClusHARDWARE
PARK'S & VARIETY
A letter to the editor is the best key as "Jupiter," and Charles Barrett
milt street
Orono, Maine
way to have your gripe heard by all. as the "Narrator."

Scholarship
Committee Has
New Members

i Masque To Produce
r Bernard Shaw Play

WORO Needs More
Members For Staff

people

MusicalGroups
Plan Series Of
Spring Concerts

/1(01- 11 LATF:ST OUTSTANDING SUICEEN HITS

PARK AMUSEMEIT COMPANY
BIJOU
ILVNGDH
Sat., Sun., Mon.. Tues.
Feb. 28, Mar. 1-2-3
"NIAGARA"
Technicolor
Marilyn Monroe, Joseph Cotton
Wed., Thurs.. Fri.
Mar. 4-5-6
"THUNDERBIRDS"
John Derek, Mona Freeman
Your National Guard
Bijou Continuous
from 1:30 Daily

PARK
IIANGOR

Janel Photo Service
56 State St.

Bangor

NOBTILEASTERN UNIVIEBSITY
SCHOOL

of LAW

Day and Evening Programs
Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Laws
Graduate Curriculum

CO-EDUCATIONAL
For eatdog write, Dean Lowell S. Nicholson
47 MT. VERNON STREET

BOSTON 8, MASSACII sLTTS

Opera louse
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Feb. 26-27-28
Ronald Reagan, Rhonda
Fleming
"THE TROPIC ZONE"
Technicolor
2nd big feature
I,ex Barker, Dorothy Hart
"TARZAN'S SAVAGE FURY"
Sun., Mon., Tues.
March 1-2-3
Robert Ryan, Mala Powers
Anthony Quinn, Suzan Ball
"CITY BENEATH THE SEA"
Technicolor

Future Campus
TV Station Now
In Fund Stage

Two films sittr Mg the newsparerman at work will be shown
in 4 Fernald Hall (over the
Bookstore) Saturday morning.
(Continued from Page One)
"Trees to Tribunes," a sequence
of events cost ring the entire opThe University received this allocaeration of the Chicago Tribune,
and "Police Reporter," a reveal- tion when the FCC reserved 242
ing account of the "police beat," channels in April, 1952, to be used
specifically as educational stations. If
will be filmed at 9 o'clock.
these channels have not been allocated
All students are invited.
by June 2, 1953, other groups may
apply for them for purposes other
than educational.
Very High Frequency Channel 12
was reserved for the University for
an educational station in Orono. If
the channel is not in use by June,
1953, the allocation may be given to
some other group.
Members of the applied music Wide Use Possible
Organizations that might use the
groups on campus have started the
station
include musical, economic and
spring semester with a full schedule of
historical groups, libraries, professionconcerts, to be held here and in other al organizations,
agricultural and adult
parts of the State.
educational groups, and the State
On March 2 The Madrigal Singers Department of Education.
The station could operate as long
and Varsity Singers, both under the
direction of James Gordon Selwood a duration daily as desired, according
of the music department, will combine to the demands of the groups particiin a joint concert sponsored by the pating.
George Stevens Academy Alumni AsThe American Council of Educasociation of Blue Hill. This is the tion has made several studies of the
third consecutive year in which these number of people who would view an
grcups have appeared in Blue Hill. education station and the Council
* * •
reports that this type of program has
Bradford Payne, Bradford Barton, had excellent results on commercial
and Patrick Parent will be the soloists television. At the University of
at a concert to be presented by the Michigan it is estimated that 80,000 to
Varsity Singers at the Bangor Com- 100,000 people listen to an educational
program weekly.
munity Center March 4.
* *
Dr. Hauck said he hoped that if
The Brass Ensemble, under the di- the University's reservation could not
rection of Prof. Lewis Niven, head of be used this year, the FCC would be
the Music Department, and the Mad- informed that the school was still
rigal Singers, directed by Mr. Se- interested in the allocation.
wood, will appear in a joint program
at Farmington State Teachers' ColOther people want to know about
lege in Farmington, Wednesday, it, too. Call Ext. 242 or drop in to
March 11.
4 Fernald Hall.

dal

DEVELOPING — PRINTING — ENLARGING

Three

Fri., Sat., Feb. 27-28
"BORDER SADDLENIATES"
Rex Allen
Second Feature
"GAY CAVALIER"
Gilbert Roland
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Mar. 1-2-3
"SPRINGFIELD RIFLE"
Gary Cooper
Second Feature
"STEEL TOWN"
Ann Sheridan, John Lund
Wed., Thurs., Mar. 4-5
"PONY SOLDIER"
Tyrone Power
Second Feature
"UNKNOWN MAN"
Waiter Pigeon
Park Continuous
front 12:30

TFU'tb 1
ORONO
Thurs., Feb. 26
Peter Lawford, Jane Greer
"YOU FOR ME"
6:30-8:30
Feature 7:00-9:00
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 27-28
Vaughn Monroe, Joan Leslie
in Color
"TOUGHEST MAN IN
ARIZONA"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:00-6:50--8:50
Sun.& Mon., Mar. 1-2
Ray Bolger, Doris Day
"APRIL IN PARIS"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:20--6:40-8:40
Tues.& liVed., Mar. 3-4
Rex Harrison. 1 illi Palmer
"THE FOUR POSTER"
Prices for this show
Adults 74e; Children 20t.
6:30-8:30
Feature 7:00-9:00
Thurs., Mar.
Audie Murphy. Faith Domeivie
Technicolor
''THE Dill. Al' MLA ER
CREEK"
6:30-8:30
Feature 7:00-9:00
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Editorial
Old Song With New Tune
Sing a song of sixpence. Multiply it by a few odd hundred
thousand. Toss in a couple of measures of dollar signs. Scramble it well with several bars of deficit. Send the sweet, harmonic
strings for a long walk. And let the discordant brass play it
alone.
The resultant cacophony is the far from lullabye-like sound
of the recordings of the University's latest financial opus as
played to date by the Legislative Little Symphony. The critic's
bruised and battered ear has been soothed somewhat by brilliant
solos interspersed by prominent figures from throughout the
state.
But as in Schubert's "Unfinished Symphony,- the end is
very much in doubt.
The over-extended metaphor above is just an ambitious
editorial writer's long-winded way of saying that a basically
simple budget problem has wound up in a helluva mess.
Let's put it this way. Shortly after the Civil War the University of Maine was founded for a purpose. It wasn't called the
U. of M. then, but as the bard said, "a rose by any other name
would smell." And the purpose was the same—to provide the
best possible education for the youth of the state at the least
possible expense to the individual.
Times—as the politicians remark, betraying astute observation—have changed. And so apparently has the state's idea of
the value of a college education.
The University has requested $3,822,850 to meet the
needs of the next two years. The oft-repeated reasons seem
valid. Necessary salary increases, essential building and an expected upswing in enrollment.
The problem seems simple almost to a fault. Why the
delay? We don't know.
An editorial printed in a Bangor newspaper on Feb. 11
pointed out that a U. of M. student on scholarship must provide
$380 more for a year's study than a student at Bowdoin under
similar circumstances.
And Bowdoin is a private college with an average annual
cost per student of $1,400 compared to Maine's $950.
It has been pointed out more than once that Maine has
the highest tuition rates among the land-grant college,. And it
is also a well known fact that the salaries at the University
exceed only Vermont in the New England scale.
And now that we've worried the question until it's dogeared, suppose we offer our solution.
We would set up an educational endowment program right
here at the University. Policies would be sold under the same
system used by commercial insurance companies. Persons wishing their children to attend Maine could purchase the policies
on a monthly payment basis.
A means of refund would necessaril have to be worked out
for those who changed their minds. But in the meantime the
University would have a perpetual income which could be invested safely and at a profit.
The total monthly income would increase annually as more
policies were sold. Funds could be used for such things as
essential building and pay increases.
When the policies matured those students whose parents
held policies would be attending college without expense at the
time. Therefore part of the income would have to be used for
operational expenses now carried by the students.
Perhaps our idea is impracticable. We welcome criticism—
from those who have an alternate plan.
Something has to be done.
We pointed out in an editorial last year the reasons for a
large percentage of graduates of Maine colleges beating a strategic retreat to more profitable locales.
It has all but reached the point now where it is necessary
to leave the state to get a college education in the first place.
D. E. K.
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Que,i' : Do 'on think Maine
-Indents realize the importuner of
the campus blood drhe to be held
March 4-5 and 6?

Gail A. Lyons, '56—"Certain fellows realize it because they may need
it in a few years. Girls appreciate the
fact. but it isn't as close to them as
it is to the boys. I hope the Drive will
be very successful."

Orono, Maine, February 26,1953

Off-Campus Comments

Gossip IS AS Gossi p Does
BY BOB OSTREICHER
"Small minds talk about other
people"...(now where in cold Orono
did I hear that?) But, I ask you, when
more than two people get together,
what do they talk about? You guessed
it! They yak about so-and-so and
didja hear what she said about him.
Actually, I am in no position to
condemn. For, if you stop and think
about it, most of my journalistic
training consists of learning how to
write about people, what they did,
what they said, how they looked, etc.
(But even I get a wee bit tediated
every now and then ... and try to
change the subject.)
To give you a for instance of this
age-old trend, let me tell you what
happened the other night.
There I was, waiting for another
cold one, when the chairs beside me
scraped back a few inches and two of
the crew slid to a halt.
"Bob," said the first rumor-boomer,
"whatjahear?"
"Not a clean joke in two days," I
growled.
This off-the-cuff bon mot met with

little success. After all, they really
weren't interested in what I'd heard
... they just were dying to relate what
they had picked up in the line of
dirt. And they were off.
"You know that little waitress that
we kidded the other night? Well,
after you left, she said......
"And then, when that other doll
crewed me in on the real lowdown
..." And, as I said, they were off.
The rest of the conversation continued along the same vein for another half hour, but most of you
could probably write the script yourselves, so I won't bother with the details. The point that I'd like to bring
out is ... during the airing of the
tattle-tale gray, one of the boys commented, with the air of a wounded
soul: "Can you imagine the nerve of
that little can't-print-it-here talking
about me like that?"
Whoa, Dad! If there's any moral
to this diatribe, it's simply this:
If you'all is gonna' talk about we'all
... rest assured that we'all is settlin'
yo' hash in a likewise manner! So,
HEAR NO EVIL, ETC.

Fact And Fiction

BY BEN PIKE

Nancy Hodgkins, '54—"I don't
think the majority of the students
fully realize the importance, because
Korea seems a long way off. Maybe it
hasn't been stressed enough, either."
Sewell Millet, '54—"I think that
if the drive was publicized more student interest would increase. I think
that students would be more active in
the drive if they were solicited individually."
Carlton N. MacLean.'54-1 don't
think they give too much thought to
it at the present time. They should
keep in mind that perhaps later some
of the boys here will need it."
Edward M. Olson, '56—"No, I
don't think they do. Most of them
haven't been exposed to the reasons
behind the need of the blood. Students are so engrossed in what's going
on here that they don't realize what's
going on in Korea."
Denise J. Fortier, '56—"I think
the fellows realize it more than the
girls. because they may be in need of
it some day. Girls with boy friends
in the service realize it more than
other girls do."
Barbara Brown.'54—"I think that
all of the students realize the importance of the blood drive as most
of us have loved ones overseas. If all
of the students do not give, it is bet ause they are not able for physical
reasons or age, etc. Sometimes they
‘'ant to but their parents won't give
ermission."
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Same Time, Same Station.
Helena Mehlhorn,'54—"Some do
and s.orne don't. I think the ones with
some relation or friend in the service
fully realize the importance of this
blood drive."

On,

Ever listen to your radios on 700
kilocycles around 8:30 and 9 p.m.?
Well, if you don't, now's a good time
to start, because that's where the
campus radio station, WORO, can be
heard at most spots on campus.
Yes, you've been hearing about this
thing for years now, and probably
to a lot of you, such talk has become
just a lot of blarney.
Each year students participating in
the Radio Guild have returned to the
campus with their hopes way up in the
clouds and with the thought in mind
that this was it—this was going to be
the year that WORO became a reality.
But, complications arose each year,
and for the most part, these complications evolved around financial matters.
I've heard a lot of people say in the
past, "Why don't they build this thing
and stop gabbing about it?" Well,
the answer to this question is that
this has not been a commercial station
that could go out and raise money to
get the show on the road. This has

been merely another student organization, and all the work has been on a
voluntary basis. Because of this, it
has taken time to get the right persons interested in the project, and
with interested students graduating
each year, novices have had to be
made familiar with the project and
have had to be encouraged.
But, the major obstacles have been
overcome by an elapse of time, and
the long sought product has finally
become a reality. Those interested
in the station have the classes of 1950,
'51, and '52 and the President Hauck
Fund to thank for supplying the financial means. For the actual construction of the station listeners have
members of the alumni, many students and faculty members to thank.
Ever since the idea first originated it
has never been a one-man show.
Now that it's here, it's up to we
students to take advantage in it. So.
take advantage of it! Listen to it!
Criticize it! Take part in it! It's for
us to keep.
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The Spectator

Modern Fable For College
By

RALPH CLARK

Once upon a time, there was a
little boy named Bamso who came
to college. His mother made him a
new suit of clothes and gave him
money for his first semester. And
Bamso was very proud of his new
status.
When Bamso arrived at school, he
decided to take a walk through the
jungle of brick buildings to see everything that was new.
By and by, he met a tiger. The
tiger sat behind a barred window and
growled.
The tiger said, "Give me all your
money or I'll throw you out of the
jungle."
Little boy Bamso began to cry,
"Please, Mr. Tiger, don't take all my
money. I have just enough for my
term bill."
"Very well, all I want is the money
for this semester, and I won't throw
you out of the jungle this time."
Little boy Bamso took out his wallet and paid his bill, and the tiger went
away with his head in the air saying,
"Now I'm the richest tiger in the

jungle." And little boy Bamso cried,
because the tiger took all his money
and his new suit of clothes for the
term bill.
Then, pretty soon, little boy Bamso
saw some other little boys and girls
who were crying too. They said, "We
can't stay here with all our money
gone. What can we do?"
So they all went home on a sunny
afternoon, away from the jungle and
all the greedy tigers, and said to their
mothers and fathers, "Our money is
all gone."
And it wasn't long before their
mothers and fathers started talking
and busily rushed around and around
and around their towns until there
was nothing left of them. They had
rushed so fast that they had just
melted away into a great big pool and
floated away to the legislature.
One day, little boy Bamso returned
to school and heard a wonderful
thing. When they went to pay their
hill the next semester, the tiger behind the bars did not take all their
money. And everyone was very happy.
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Mail Bag: Owls, Maine Campus, Administration Hit Embassy Program
To Start March 16
A Shot
At The Owls
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students think.
think of more issues than I.
mer employment.
There are many pertinent issues
Why not have a newspaper that 2. Some students have to go to sum"Faith for the Future" will be the
To the Editor: Inasmuch as you
that The Maine Campus could enlarge attracts our reading interest in its
mer school and many summer topic of the Embassy program to be
are constantly mentioning the lack upon and
perhaps motivate some con- editorials as much as the Hillson
schools start during the last week held March 16-18.
of letters—here goes. It would seem structive action. What I have
of June and it doesn't give one
in mind Achievement Award? How about a
Ernest Sutton is the chairman of
to me that it is time that the men stu- has been editorialized in the Portlan newspaper that will constructively
much time.
d
the
executive committee planning the
dents on campus put up a formal pro- Sunday Telegram and The Bangor criticize as well as pat itself and other
3. Students who may want to go activities.
test to the farce into which the organi- Daily News, and is now before
people
on
the
back.
the
abroad would get an early start.
The Reverend William Scar, miniszation commonly known as Owls has Maine legislature.
NATHAN W. PUTNAM '56 4. Longer
one waits in June, the ter for Lutheran students in New
allowed itself to degenerate. How
And that is the educational approwarmer it gets for exams.
England, and Rev. Henry Hayden,
much longer are these men going to priation
s bill for the University of Open Letter
Why should this University start so Protestant pastor at the University
be chosen on qualifications which de- Maine.
Why not find out what the
late and get out so late in June while of New Hampshire, will be the Protespend primarily on whom you know student
s think about the possibility To the Editor and juniors and underother colleges start later than we do tant leaders for the program.
and which fraternity you belong to? of
an increase in tuition; and, if there graduates of Maine:
and still get out earlier for the sumWhy not turn the selection and elec- is
The Jewish leader will be Rabbi
any money, how this money is to be Do you know the
facts about your mer? Why should we let other stu- Herchal Levin, from the Temple
tion of the Owls over to the Freshman spent?
It is possible that the school school colander for 1953-54
?
class, realizing that certain checks and
dents get the better jobs because we Emanuel, Lawrence, Mass.
paper may suggest a way to influence School opens
Sept. 21 (registration). get out later?
balances must be present? This way the state
Father Edward Nugent, S.J. is to
legislature or be a vehicle to Spring semester ends
June 16 (last day
it would appear that you would get get
Facts on other schools for 1953-54 be the Catholic Mission leader.
the students' wishes before the of exams).
men that are interested in working for legislat
school years:
ure. I am sure there are enough Graduation for
juniors June 20.
this group, and believe me, there are Mainiac
College
Classes
Out in Attend Paper
s here to turn the head of a Proposal:
Parley
many Freshmen interested in improv- represen
start
June
tative or two if the parents are Wouldn't it
be better to have school Colby
ing the manner in which the Owls enrolled
Sept.
24
June
Four
9
members of the chemical en.
start:
have performed. Turning it over to
Bates
Sept. 25 June 8 gineering department attended the
But
that
is
only
one
suggest
Sept.
ion.
14
and
I
get out on June 9 (this Connecticut
the Freshman class would find new
Sept. 21 June 4 Paper Week convention held in New
potential leadership which certainly is am sure that The Maine Campus, would be the same number of days as New Hampshire Sept. 23 June 5 York Feb. 16 to
19. They are Prowhich claims "there's no better way the present year)?
one facet of college development.
Why should we stay so late in June fessor Lyle C. Jenness, head
of the
to
become
acquain
ted with what is Reasons why we would be benefited when there is no need
Let's have the Senate appoint a
for it?
department; and Professors E. F.
going
on
in
campus
activitie
s
by
than
this
by
change:
committee to investigate possibilities
Think it over.
Thode, A. J. Chase, and C. M. Howof giving the potential leaders of the telling other people about it," could 1. Enables student to get good sumRICHARD LEAVITT '54
ell.
Freshman class a chance and eliminate the repetition of many Owls who
are willing to sit in the limelight of
dog,
the name alone.
Ilunting with a setter;
I went
be a cigaretteS,
would
ROBERT McTAGGART '53
Napoleon
My choice choosing
pictures of
when I'm 'cause they're better)
—
est
pi
v
But
n
is in his
Strike;
Luc.kies
hand
l-tis
Lucky
Whose Opinion?
reaching for a brand is best!
We's
IRIcharcl %%'. Hess
knows which
To The Editor: I am sure that Dr.
University' of Maine
Ne
Harold Cross is an outstanding man,
Afoos
Barbara Mc
and that future journalists at Maine
were suitably impressed by him. I
am wondering if the rest of the student body was as well impressed.
To my mind a college newspaper,
any newspaper, for that matter, should
mirror the opinions of a majority of
the thinking students. Our Kind of
Man is not a "mirroring" editorial.
The past semester copies of The Maine
Campus seem to be the thoughts of
one man editorially who reacts not as
the students think; but as he thinks
the students think, or as he hopes the
-
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Nothing-no, nothing-beats better taste

LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER!
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
and

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoym
ent.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste
of a
cigarette.
Luckies taste better —cleaner, fresher, smooth
er!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste
better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine
tobacco.
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine
Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigaret
te ...
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher
, smoother
taste of Lucky Strike ...

' GABARDINE

ORT
SHIRTS

Be I-lappy-GO LUCKY!

Available In All
Popular Colors—
Washable

debonair
model sleek andwhat she lik
just
taste,
Knows well
Kn
smoother,fresher
cleaner,
Strikes
!
Lucky
For
She chooses
Knobloch, jr.
Pittsburgh
John J.
University of

A

$298
Other Styles At

COLLEGE STUDENTS PREFER LUCKIES
IN NATION-WIDE SURVEY!

3.98 and $4.98
SHORT OR TALL-BIG OR SMALL

0 A. T. Co.

P1CKERINC; SQUARE, BANGOR

PRODUCT OF

Nation-wide survey based on actual student interviews in 80 leading colleges reveals more
smokers prefer Luckies than any other cigaret
te
by a wide margin. No. I reason- Luckies'
better
taste. Survey also shows Lucky Strike
gained
far more smokers in these colleges than the
nation's two other principal brands combined.

Acinttue.1,4.-enr.„

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFA
CTURER OF CIO
ARISTrie
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WILL THIS SUIT FIT

If you can make
the grade, you
can fly the
latest, hottest,
fanciest jobs
in the air—
and do it within
one year.

SATURDAY,FEB.28
Alpha Omicron Pi Card Party and
Food Sale, North Estabrooke
MONDAY,MARCH 2
3:45 p.m.—Panhellenic Council,
Carnegie Committee Room
7 p.m.—Intramural Basketball.
TUESDAY, MARCH 3
7 p.m.--General Student Senate,
Louis Oakes Room
7 p.m.—Intramural Basketball,
Memorial Gym
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club,
Women's Gym
8 p.m.—M.O.C., 11 Coburn
WEDNESDAY,MARCH 4
11 a.m.-7 p.m.—Blood Drive,
Carnegie Lounge
6:45 p.m.—Owls-Eagles Basketball
Game, Memorial Gym
7 p.m.—Modern Dance Club,
Women's Gym
7:30 p.m.—M Club, 22 Wingate
TIIURSDAY, MARCH 5
11 a.m.-7 p.m.—Blood Drive,
Carnegie Lounge
7 p.m.—Tumbling Club, Women's
Gym

Lieberman Honored
At Debate Tourney
A member of the University debate team was awarded the trophy
as the best affirmative speaker at the
Eighth Annual Massachusetts Institute of Technology Invitational Debate Tournament held at Cambridge,
Mass., last week end.
Mark Lieberman, a junior, was
selected for the honor from debate
teams representing thirty-two participating colleges and universities.
Lieberman and David Brezger, who
made up Maine's affirmative team,
won out over Suffolk, Georgetown,
and Tufts, and lost to Williams.
Maine's negative team of Adolph
Storey and Carol Prentiss won from
Amherst and lost to Connecticut,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and
Wesleyan.

Presque Isle Pastor
To Preach Here

good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear of
I an Aviation Cadet. But if you can measure up, here's
your chance to get the finest in aviation training—training
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions,
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won't be easy! Training discipline for Aviation Cadets
is rigid. You'll work hard,study hard, play hard—especially
for the first few weeks. But when it's over, you'll be a pro—
with a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a year. And this is only the
T TARE8 a

beginning—your opportunities for advancement are unlimited.
ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you
must have completed at least two years of college. This is a
minimum requirement—it's best if you stay in school and
graduate! In addition, you must be between 19 and 26
years, unmarried, and in good physical condition.

The Reverend Thomas J. W. Cornish, pastor of the Presque Isle Congregational Church, will speak at the
regular 11 a.m. service at the Little
Theatre Sunday.
Saturday evening Mrs. Betty Frank
will present the work of the organization "World Neighbors" at a meeting of married students at the M.C.A.
House.
Rev. Richard Cain of the Boston
University School of Theology, field
secretary of the Method Student
Movement in New England, will be
the guest at the regular Supper and
Game Night tomorrow evening at the
M.C.A. House.

YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN PILOT OR AIRCRAFT 03SERVE2
If you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training will
be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or Aircraft Performance Engineering.

New Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!

1.

2.

Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth
certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station.
Fill out the application they give you.
If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to
take a physical examination at government expense.
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Next, you will be given a written and manual aptitude test.

4.

If you pass your physical and other tests, you will be scheduled
for an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service
Act allows you a four-month deferment while waiting clasi
assignment.
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Cage Players Wind Up Season Saturday

BY KEITH RUFF

Maine Has Two
Skiers Set For
Rumford Meet

Maine To Meet
Bowdoin Bears
In Hoop Finale

Well, in the last couple of games
Coach Rankin's cagers have been
taking it on the nose from Yankee
Conference rivals but have gone down
swinging in every case. A week ago
last Saturday it was the power-laden
UConns who dumped the Rankin
Wes Scrone and Pete Edwards will
Maine's Black Bear basketball squad
applecart, 76-66. Maine led going
closes
its 1952-53 season when they
represent
Curtis'
University
Ted
of
into the last quarter but tired under
face Bowdoin's Polar Bears at Brunsthe pressure of Connecticut's reserves. Maine varsity ski team at the Eastern
wick this Saturday.
A week ago, the highgeared Rhode Intercollegiate ski meet at the RumMaine stands a good chance of
Island Rams blew into Orono and ford Carnival this week end.
ending the season on a winning note
piled up 90 points with a deadly
Top skiers from all over the eastby virtue of two previous wins this
display of marksmanship. Rhody's
ern
year over Bowdoin. Rome Rankin's
of
part
United
the
States
will
be
total was the highest varsity score run
team clipped Bowdoin 76 to 64 in the
up in the field house this season. competing for berths on the ski team
season's opener, and barely edged
Again, Maine was very much in the that will represent this country in
them at Memorial Gym the first of
game all the way and was only eight Europe this winter.
January by a 72 to 68 margin. Maine's
points behind at the final buzzer.
Faculty Manager Curtis said,
only other State Series win was over
Last Saturday, the Bears journeyed
Bates.
to Durham for a tangle with the New "Scrone's chances are excellent, but
snow
conditions
poor
Maine 3rd In Series
have
here
hamHampshire Wildcats and came out
Maine stands third in State Series
second best again. The Cats roared to pered his practice severely."
play behind front running Colby and
a big lead in the early minutes of the
Edwards, who will go against unsecond place Bates.
game but the Bears fought back to known competition, likewise has had
Coach Rankin is expected to lead
within shooting distance in the sec- very little practice of late. Maine's
off with Woody Carville and Bob
Winter Carnival ski meet with Colby
ond half.
Churchill in the front court, Johnny
Against Rhode Island last Thurs- college was postponed last week.
Norris in the pivot and Keith MaHowever,
both
skiers
journeyed
to
day, big Jawn Norris missed a goldAfter upsetting a favored Boston
haney and Bob Nixon in the back
en opportunity to break his own Rumford two weeks ago so the site University track team at the
field
court.
will
be
somewhat
familiar.
Memorial Gym scoring record. The
Bowdoin will probably start George
tall and talented pivotman had set
Scrone is entered in the cross coun- house Saturday, Coach Chester JenBartlett and Phil Day at the forward
a new Memorial Gym scoring mark try while Edwards will compete in kins' Black Bear cindermen will enpositions. Fraser at center and Mitchfor a Maine man earlier this season the combined cross country and jump. tertain the Springfield College thin- ,
and Weber at guards.
ell
when he clicked for 37 points
Coach Curtis also announced that dads this week end.
Saturday the University of
against the Vermont Catamounts. entry blanks for Penobscot Valley
Last
Last year, the pale blue track and ,
New Hampshire upset the Bears 85
Norris racked up 35 points in the Ski meet on March 15 must be in at
to 78 in the final Yankee Conference
Rhody tussle and was in the midst least three days prior to the day of field forces ran away from the Gymnasts in a lopsid:d 89-37 romp. Two
game for the Rankinmen. The defeat
of a red-hot scoring binge when he the meet. The entry fee for men
and
left Maine in a third place tie with
fouled out with almost three min- women is a dollar.
meet records were set by Maine men
the Wildcats.
utes left to go in the game. To add
in the one-sided affair when Joh%
to his tough luck, Long John flipped
Norris High Man
Bowler and Jack Wathen broke old ,
in no less than four would-he countJohnny Norris continued his high
marks in the 600 and 1000-yard runs'
ers that rimmed the basket and
scoring spree as he netted 28 points
popped back out. Had he only been
respectively. Both Bowler and Wathen
in a losing cause. It was the game's
Top photo shows Maine pole best scoring effort, but the Wildcats,
able to play out the game and gothave graduated.
vaulter Ken Lincoln clearing sparked by the double digit scoring
ten a few breaks, Norris would now
The freshman track team, idle last
Coach Jenkins expects rougher go- the bar
have a new Maine scoring record in week, will swing back into action
with space to spare in of George Ford and Bill Pappas,
the vicinity of 40 points.
Saturday when it plays host to the ing for his squad this year, however, the Maine-Boston University knocked the pins from under the
since the Gymnasts will be using some
Bears. Woody Carville and Bob
We got the impression that Boston Portland High school cinder squad. good
freshman performers to bolster track meet last Saturday. Lin- Churchill also hit in the double figures
University cindermen were not too
Coach Jenkins' yearlings will be out their varsity squad.
coln
tied
for
third
in
that event.
Maine will be
happy over the splitting up of their to keep their season's record spotless without
"Coke" Haskell is shown in for Maine.
the services of ace hurdler,
track team last Saturday. Talking when they go after win number five Bill Calkin,
for the second straight the lower photo winning the
ith a couple of the Boston boys after against the Portland schoolboys. In week. Calkin
has been sidelined with 600-yd. run. "Coke" also took
the meet, we learned that three or meets to date the Freshman thinclads a chipped
bone in his ankle.
second in the 1000 as Maine
four of their top point getters had have beaten the Sophomores (73%beat B.U., 63-54.
gone to compete in another meet else- 431/3), Bates Frosh (75½-41½), Win Over BU
Despite the absence of Calkin, the
Photos by Meinecke
where. They claimed that the missing South Portland (79-29), and Deering
Jenkinsmcn emerged with a 63-54
thinclads were good for 20 or 25 (86-30).
The Maine Freshman basketball
decision over the Terriers from Bospoints which would have given B.U. a
Always a better-than-average cinsquad
will meet Madawaska Training
ton
University
Saturday.
win over Maine. Coach Jenkins had it der outfit, the Portland team
Phi
Captures
Eta
will be
School
here February 26, to close the
Ed Touchette paced the Bears with
figured differently, however. The out to break the Bear Cub
victory wins in the high and
season.
Charles
Rice
Relay
low
hurdles and
Maine track coach was going on the chain. As past scores show, the first
The Frosh will enter the game v.ith
a third in the broad jump for 11
theory that the loss of Bill Calkin an.1 year lads have not been pressed
hard points. Carleton MacLean
I.NLA.A.
One
event
v.hich
five-and-four record. After losing
was
a
not
set a new
the 15 or 18 points he's always good in any of their meets this season and
their
first three contests to Maine
spoiled
by
inclement
the
Winter
Carmeet
record in the two mile run with
for would counter-balance the Ter- will be trying to retain that distinction
nival weather was the Charles Rice Maritime, Farmington, and Husson,
a
rapid
9:51.3.
riers' weakness. Jenkins' figuring at the fieldhouse on Saturday.
Relay which was won by Phi Eta the Maine yearlings conquered their
proved pretty accurate as the Bears
The meet will be held in conjuncKappa during the Boston University- next three rivals. They fast-broke
If
it's
news,
we
want
to
hear about
won by nine points. If both teams tion with
the Varsity vs. Springfield it. Bring it up to 4
Coburn into the boards, beat a strong
Fernald Hall, Maine track meet.
had been at top strength, the meet meet
starting at 1:30 p.m.
Ricker five, and stopped Hebron.
right
over
the
Bookstore.
would probably have been closet.
M.C.I. halted their winning streak,
We've always thought that our
but the Freshmen bounced back to
Memorial Gym Int, ketball fans
squeeze past a strong Higgins team
rouuld In, about as rough on Maim,'s
58-53, and trounce a dormitory allBY PEGGY GIVEN
ourt rivals as any group of specstar team 73-46. The latter game was
tators anywhere, but after attending
The juniors now lead in the class a winter carnival attraction.
BY MOL HICKEY
league. It was the seventh straight for basketball tournament. Last Wednesthe Maine-Bates contest at LewisIn both wins agile Tom Seavey
ton last Wednesday, we're ready to
Phi Mu Delta edged closer to the North Dorm 5, and the win also vir- day they defeated the freshman 2 sparked the little Bears' attack. Tom
tually
put
confer that dul • s distinction on Fraternity crown in the
Corbett 1 out of the run- team, 46-12, with Jane Ingraham led the Frosh in each game with 22
Intramural ning.
North Dorm 7 clobbered Cor- scoring 31 points. Other winners are and 23 points respectively.
the Bobcat hoop fans. From the Basketball division. Phi
Mu dumped bett
4. 55-43, to stay in second place, the sophomore 1, sophomore 2, and
time the Maine team hit the court SAE 77-50 for their ninth consecutive
The Frosh who have improved as
until the game was user. the parti- win. Kappa, whose one loss was to a full game off the pace. The Grads freshman 1 teams.
the season progressed have shown
did not play, but maintained their
sail Bates crowd "rode" them un- Phi Mu, kept pace by swamping
Last semester's standings in the several players, who are good varsity
Sig- third place
mercifully. Keith Mahaney got the ma Chi 70-40 to gain their
standing.
dorm cup tournament are as follows: prospects. In addition to Seavey, calm
tenth
suorst going ON ,-r of any of the victory.
FRATERNITY DIVISION
The Elms, 8 points; Balentine, 6/
1
2 Gus Folsom has displayed both the
11,•ars and John Norris also received
Team
Won
Lost
ability to score and ball handling prepoints; Colvin, 21
Beta moved into third place ahead
/
2
points;
and
South
Inure than his share. Every mme
PMD
9
0
of SAE by defeating ATO 61-57.
Estabrooke and West Hall 1 point cision. Mike Polese, a mid-semester
made by this pair of Maine stalwarts
KS
10
1
SAE took it on the chin twice, losing
each. The juniors are leading in the addition, is a good gamble, and Roy
brought a stream of jeers and in- to
Beta
8
2
Kappa Sig and Sigma Chi. Sigma
contest for the class plaque with 9 Hendrickson, the big center, has
sults from the Garnet rooters. Chi
SAF
9
3
lost one and won one game to
points, closely followed by the sopho- shown vast improvement since the outWe're not quite sure what brought
PKS
8
4
move into a fifth place tie with idle
mores with 81
/
2 points. The seniors set of the campaign.
mu this display of poor sportsman- Phi
SC
8
4
Kap.
have
7
points
and the freshmen 41
/
2.
ship but have a couple of likel
NON-FRATERNITY DIVISION
Dunn 2 picked up their seventh
For those who still have hope: Skis Hockey Tilt Scratched;
reasons. (1) Bates has found rough
American League
may be checked out of the equipment
g g in basketball up until this straight win when North Dorm 5
Team
Won
Lost
room
in the basement of South Esta- No Ice At Bowdoin
Dunn 2
ear's hot streak and the Bobcat forfeited a scheduled game between
7
0
the
two
clubs
last
Monday.
The
win
brooke
between 12:30 and 1:00 on
chance
getting
to
Newman
fans are finally
a
5
1
Lack of ice at Brunswick resulted
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and in the cancellation of the hockey game
Dunn 3
sound off a little. (2) They take strengthened Dunn 2's lead over sec5
2
Friday; between 1:00 and 1:30 on between an informal Maine sextet and
Dunn 4
the game more seriously at Bates. ond place Newman who was idle.
5
2
Wednesday; and between 9:30 and Bowdoin college scheduled for last
(3) In Mahaney's case, it was an Dunn 4 squeaked out a 44-42 verdict
National League
10:00 on Saturday.
attempt to "get back" at the Maine over the Cast-Offs to creep into third
Team
Won
Lost
Monday at Bowdoin.
ND 5
Maxine Dresser, co-rec chairman,
flash for making monkeys out of place tie with Dunn 3.
7
0
The Bears have one game remainNorth Dorm 5 turned back Corbett
has announced that co-rec program ing on their schedule, a March 5 enND 7
the entire Bates team with his slick
6
1
one.man freeze which licked the 1 by a 62-48 score to keep their hold
Grads
will be held Friday night at 8:00 in counter with St. Dominic High School
5
1
the Women's Gym.
Bobcats in the last game at Orono. on the stinberth in the National
Corb
4
2
at the St. Dom Arena in Lev.iston.

Cindermen Face
Gymnasts After
Upset Over BU

Freshman Runners
Host To Portland

Frosh Cagers
Prep For Finale

Within The Walls
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Council Studies MOC Planning Trip To Beech Hill Pond
Aggie Programs

Ice fishing, skating, and hiking are
The group will leave the campus
in store for Maine Outing Club mem- Saturday noon and return Sunday
BY MARGIE THOMAS
evening. The trip is limited to 20
Programs underway in the College bers this week end, as the club jour- people.
The Winter Carnival week end was a success in spite of the
Plans are being made for future
Agricultural neys to Beech Hill Pond near Ellslack of snow. Some of the fraternities and dorms made a last of Agriculture, the Maine
trips during the semester.
Experiment Station, and the Extension worth.
minute struggle to get sculptures done, but the rain seemed to get
Service, and the University's Legislathe best of them.
tive Budget requests were discussed
Friday afternoon the WAA spon- tamed at a pizza supper. Pizza pie,
by the Agricultural Advisory Council
sored a co-recreation program in the cake and coffee were served and apFeb. 20.
women's gym. There were approxi- proximately 75 attended. Group
singThe Council, representing the major
mately 50 attending. Badminton, ping ing and dancing followed
the supper. agricultural industries in the State,
For the week of February 23, 1953
pong and other games were played.
Last Saturday night the Betas held meets three times a year to discuss
Also on Friday afternoon the wom- a buffet supper followed by an
infor- with and advise the administration on
To
en's dormitories on the campus mal vic dance. Fifty couples attended. policies and problems concerning agriplanned open house programs. Parlor Bob Worthing was in charge of the cultural experimentation and educagames were played, there was group affair. Dr. and Mrs. Wilson B. Stall- tion.
singing, and refreshments were served. worthy and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Members of the Council include 10
Following the ice review the annual Sass chaperoned.
For his fine work as chairman of the Winter Carnival
men and women from the State apintramural ball was held in the MePinned: Betty LaFurley to Joe pointed for three year terms by Presimorial Gym. Couples danced to the Mawson, Phi Gam.
dent Arthur A. Hauck and State ComThe recipient of this award is entitled to
music of Al Corey's band from 9 p.m.
Engaged: Eleanor Byron to Roy missioner of Agriculture Fred Nutter
until 2 a.m. Women students were Cove; Norma Cox, Danville,
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
to in ex-officio capacity; Arthur L. Deerallowed 2:30 a.m. permissions.
Charles Thurston; Joyce Elvin, ing, dean of agriculture; A. K. GardABSOLUTELY FREE
Saturday night ski pants and ski Gorham State Teacher's College, to ner, Winthrop C. Libby, George E.
sweaters were donned for ski tog Richard Hess; Pat Duplissa, Old Lord, and George F. Dow representdance in the Women's gym. Jack Town, to Bob Willett; Sally Lyons, ing the Trustees, the College of AgriCurry was in charge.
Schenectady, N. Y., to Doug Blake- culture, the Extension Service, and
18 Mill Street
Orono 63647
Tuesday night the Phi Kaps enter- lock.
the Experiment Station respectively.

•

•

HUSH ICIIIEVEMEAT AWARD
JACK CURRY

HILLSON CLEANERS

•

•

"I've been a
man for two-pack-a-day
fifteen y-ears
I've found
and
much milder
Chesterfield is best
for me."
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NOW...10 Months Scientific Evidence
For Chesterfield A
making regular bimonthly examinations of a group of people
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average
of over ten years.
After ten months, the medical specialist reports
that he observed...
MEDICAL SPECIALIST is

First and Only Premium Quality Cigarette in Both

Regular and King-Size

no adverse effects on the nose, throat and
sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield.

MUCH MILDER

CHESTERFIELD
---Ameimirsommulow
CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER
PRICE THAN ANY OTHER KING-SIZE CIGARETTE

IS BEST FORM

Copyright 1935, Loccerr & Um;Tomexo Co
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